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Nokia today announced that the Nokia N95 started shipping in key
European, Asian and Middle Eastern markets, with expanded shipments
to other markets in those regions in the coming weeks.

The Nokia N95 is an all-in-one multimedia computer with a unique
2-way slide design, integrated GPS functionality, a 5 megapixel camera
and support for high-speed mobile networks, making it easier to watch
and record videos, listen to songs, take high-quality photos, browse the
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internet, or catch up on email while on the move.

Designed for High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) networks
and with support for WLAN, EDGE and WCDMA networks, the Nokia
N95 provides excellent coverage and connection speeds. Browsing the
internet and subscribing to your favourite news feeds is a pleasure using
the Nokia Web Browser with Mini Map.

The Nokia N95 offers a well rounded entertainment experience with a
sharp color display, built-in stereo speakers, a standard 3.5 mm audio
connector and support for compatible microSD memory cards. With
powerful 3D graphics, the Nokia N95 has a stunning user interface that
makes it intuitive to find the features and services you want.

With its integrated GPS and Nokia Maps application, finding your way
just got easier. The Nokia Maps application includes maps for more than
150 countries, enabling users to explore the world, find specific routes or
locate services such as restaurants and hotels and covering more than 15
million points of interest. You can also purchase additional features,
such as city guides and voice guided navigation.

The innovative 2-way slide design makes it easy to switch between
different modes, going from reading maps to watching a video with a
simple slide. With Carl Zeiss optics on the 5 megapixel camera, you can
capture print quality photos and DVD-like quality video clips.

The Nokia N95 is based on the S60 software on Symbian OS, enabling
you to personalize your device from a wide choice of compatible
applications that can be downloaded to the Nokia N95, including games,
navigation, entertainment, productivity and creativity.

Source: Nokia
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